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The Number of Guttman Errors as a Simple
and Powerful Person-Fit Statistic
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A number of studies have examined the power of
several statistics that can be used to detect examinees
with unexpected (nonfitting) item score patterns, or to
determine person fit. This study compared the power
of the U3 statistic with the power of one of the sim-

plest person-fit statistics, the sum of the number of
Guttman errors. In most cases studied, (a weighted
version of) the latter statistic performed as well as the
U3 statistic. Counting the number of Guttman errors
seems to be a useful and simple alternative to more
complex statistics for determining person fit. Index
terms: aberrance detection, appropriateness measure-
ment, Guttman errors, nonparametric item response
theory, person fit.

A number of studies have investigated statistics
that can be used to detect examinees with unexpected
item score patterns on the basis of an item response
theory (IRT) model (e.g., Drasgow, Levine, &
I~tcLaughlin, 1987; Levine & Rubin, 1979; Molenaar
& Hoijtink, 1990; Tatsuoka, 1984) or in comparison
to other persons (Hamisch & Linn, 1981; Miller,
1986; van der Flier, 1982). These person-fit statis-
tics can be used to detect several kinds of nonfitting
response behavior such as guessing, cheating, or
extremely creative behavior. For a review and appli-
cations of person-fit statistics, see Hulin, Drasgow,
& Parsons (1983, chap. 4) and Meijer & Sijtsma
(1995). Most of the person-fit statistics have been
developed for dichotomous item scores, in which a
1 indicates a correct or keyed response and a 0 indi-
cates an incorrect or not keyed response.

Several studies have compared the power of per-
son-fit statistics for detecting nonfitting item re-

sponse patterns. For example, Drasgow et al. (1987)
compared the power of several statistics that can be
used if a parametric IRT model applies to the data;
Hamisch & Linn (1981) compared several group-
based statistics and concluded that their &dquo;modified
caution index&dquo; was superior to the other statistics
because it had the lowest correlation with the num-
ber-correct score.

This study compared the power of three statistics
that can be used in a nonparametric IRT context. Two
forms of one of the simplest person-fit statistics, the
number of Guttman errors (i.e., the number of item
pairs with a 0 on the easier item and a I on the more
difficult item), were compared with the more com-
plex U3 statistic (van der Flier, 1982). U3 was de-
fined in a nonparametric IRT context and assumes
invariant item ordering across the latent attribute
scale. U3 was used because it has proven to be a use-

ful statistic under varying test conditions in simula-
tion and empirical research (Meijer, I~&reg;lenaar, ~
Sijtsma, 1994; van der Flier, 1982).

Using simulated data, Meijer et al. (1994) inves-
tigated the power of U3 across varying test and per-
son conditions. The percentage of simulees defined
a priori as nonfitting responders that were detected
increased with test length and the ratio of nonfitting
to model-fitting simulees in the group. Furthermore,
&dquo;cheating&dquo; simulees were easier to detect than &dquo;guess-
ing&dquo; simulees. That study was extended here by com-
paring the power of U3 with the power of the
(weighted) number of Guttman errors.

Method

Data matrices of 450 simulees were generated
using the two-parameter logistic model [see Meijer
et al. (1994) for details of the data simulation]. A
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completely crossed 4 x 2 x 2 x 2 design was consid-
ered with: ( 1 ) four levels of uniform item discrimi-
nations (a = .5, 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0) for all k items; (2)
two levels of test length (k= 17 and k= 33)9 (3) two
levels of number of nonfitting response vectors
(NNRV- 50 andNNRV=25; 11% and S . 5 °/&reg; nonfitting
simulees, respectively); and (4) two types of misfit
(&dquo;cheating&dquo; and &dquo;guessing&dquo;). Cheating simulees
answered most items according to the two-param-
eter logistic model, except for the three most diffi-
cult items in the 17-item test and the six most
difficult items in the 33-item test. For these items,
0 scores were changed to 1 scores. Guessing
simulees answered all items by blindly guessing the
correct answer with a probability of .25.

The item difficulties from the two-parameter lo-

gistic model were equidistant with a distance of .25
for the 17-item test and .125 for the 33-item test.
For each test, the median difficulty was 0. The la-
tent trait was drawn from a standard normal distri-
bution. For a more detailed description of the
generating procedure and the rationale behind this
design see Meijer et al. (1994).

The following person-fit statistics were used to
detect nonfitting simulees: (1) the number of
Guttman errors (C~)9 (2) the number of Guttman er-
rors divided by the maximum number of Guttman
errors given the number-correct score (G*), and (3)
the U3 statistic. G* was defined because the range of
G depends on the number of items in the test and the
number-correct score of a person; hence, G may be
confounded with the number-correct score. To re-
duce this possible confounding, G was divided by
the maximum number of Guttman errors given the
number-correct score. For a person with a number-

correct score ~_ r, this maximum equals r°(k- r).
Let 7C (g = l, ..., k) denote the proportion of per-

sons who respond correctly to items. Furthermore,
assume that k items in a test are numbered and or-

dered such that ~g >_ 7th (g = 19 ...9 k - 1; 9 h = g + 1, ...,
k). Then G can be written as

where f 9 = 1 if a person has a Guttman error on

items g and h and f~~ = 0 otherwise.
G* can be written as

Let X be a vector containing the observed binary
item scores of a person, and let X* be a vector of a

person with a number-correct score ~= a°, with s s

in the first r positions and Os in the iast k- ~ posi-
tions. This vector is called a Guttman vector be-
cause it fits the Guttman (1950) model. Let X’
denote the item score vector with Os in the first k-
r positions and 1 s in the last r positions. Given X=
0° it is the vector with the maximum number of

Guttman errors, which is called a reversed Guttman
vector. Finally, let 1’, in general, denote a probabil-
ity, and let P(X) denote the probability of an item
score pattern X conditional on the number-correct
score. U3 is defined as

U3 ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates that the
observed item score pattern is a Guttman vector,
and 1 indicates that the observed pattern is a re-
versed Guttman vector. Increasing values indicate
that patterns are further removed from perfect
Guttman patterns.

With respect to the rate of detection within each cell,
the percentage of a priori defined nonfitting simulees
(valid nonfitting response vectors, VNRVS) success-
fully detected using G, C~*, and U3 was determine.
This was done by first ordering all 450 simulees ac-
cording to increasing G, G~°, and U3 values. Second,
the percentages of a priori defined nonfitting
simulees among the NNRV simulees with the high-
est G, t~~, and U3 values were determined.

Note that the percentage of normal persons that
were incorrectly classified as nonfitting (false non- m

fitting response vectors, FNRV) and the percentage
of nonfitting persons that were incorrectly classi-
fied as model-fitting (false model-fitting response
vectors, FFRV) can be calculated easily if the num-
ber of VNRVs is known. If the percentage ofVNRVs
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increases, the percentages of ~~lRVs and FFRVs de-
crease. Therefore these percentages are not dis-
cussed further.

To investigate whether the number-correct score
and the person-fit statistics were confounded, prod-
uct-moment correlations were calculated between the
number-correct score and each person-fit statistic.

Results

The percentages of VNRVs detected within each
cell in the design are shown in Table 1. For G, G*,
and U3 an increase in a resulted in an increase in
the rate of detection of both cheating and guessing
simulees. Given a fixed a and test length, for NNRV
= 50 the rate of detection for each statistic was at
least as large in the cheating condition as in the
guessing condition (e.g., for cm = 1 and k= 17 using
G, the percentage of vnltws was 80% for cheating
and 50% for guessing; using G* these percentages
were 70% and 62%; and using U3 these percent-
ages were 68% and 62%, respectively). These trends
held for NNRV = 25, with the exception of one cell
(~ _ .5, k =17, and G* where it was 32% for cheat-
ing and 40% for guessing).

For a fixed and cheating simulees, the rate of
detection for ~, C~°~, and U3 was almost always
higher for NNRV = 50 than for NNRV = 25 [similar
results were obtained by Meijer et al. (1994) using
U3]. For a fixed a and guessing simulees, this trend
was weaker for all three statistics. Furthermore,

Table 1 shows that an increase in the number of
items in general resulted in an increase in the rate
of detection for both cheating and guessing sim-
ulees.

Comparing the power (i.e., the percentage of
VNRVs detected) of G, G~°, and U3 for all 32 condi-
tions, in general the power of C~, G*, and U3 was
similar in identical conditions. No statistic had the

highest power across ail cells. For ~z = .5, a ~ 1, and
guessing simulees, G had less power than G* and
U3 (e.~., for NNRV = 50, ~ _ .~, k= 17, and guessing,
the percentage of VNRVS was 26% for C~, 40% for
C~~, and 42% for U3; for NNRV = 50, c~ = 1, k = 17,
and guessing these percentages were 50%, 62%, and
62%, respectively). U3 was somewhat more effec-
tive than G and G* for a = .5, k = 17, and cheating
simulees (e.g., for NNRV = 50, ca = .5, k = 17, and
cheating, the percentage of v~t~vs was 52% for U3,
48% for G, and 50% for C~~9 for NNRV = 25 these
percentages were 36% for U3 and 32% for both G
and G~°~9 for a = 2, k= 33, NNRV = 50, and cheating
simulees; and f&reg;r ~ _ .~, k = 17, NNRV = 50, and
guessing simulees. However, the differences in
power were small.

Table 2 shows the mean, SD, and the range of
the product-moment correlations of G, G*, and U3
with the number-correct score in both the guessing
and cheating conditions. The mean correlation was
approximately 0.0 in the cheating condition and
approximately -.25 in the guessing condition.

Table 1

Percentage &reg;f N&reg;n~ittin~ Simulees Classified as Nonfitting (VNRVs) for
~, G~, and U3 Statistics, for Cheating and Guessing Conditions
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Table 2

Mean, SD, and Range of the Product-Moment
Correlations of G, G*, and U3 With the

Number-Correct Score for

____ 
Cheating and Guessing Conditions

&dquo;t.__4-:_~ ~., ., ... ,...:......

Discussion

For most datasets simulated here, a simple count
of the number of Guttman errors (C~), or a simple
count of the number of Guttman errors normed

against the maximum number of Guttman errors
given the number-correct score (G*), were useful
alternatives to the person-fit statistic, U3. Further-
more, the three statistics were not highly correlated
with the number-correct score. These results supple-
ment the results obtained by Meijer et al. (1994).

The present results are similar to those obtained

by Hamisch & Linn (1981). On the basis of two
empirical datasets, they preferred their modified
caution index because it correlated -.02 and -.21 1
with the number-correct score in the two datasets.
For the simulated datasets used here, the correla-
tions with the number-correct score were of approxi-
mately the same magnitudes. Thus, using this
criterion to evaluate a person-fit statistic, counting
the number of Guttman errors seems a useful and

simple alternative to using U3 or the Hamisch and
Linn caution index.
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